
Exploring UNIX: Session 3 

UNIX file system permissions 
UNIX is a multi user operating system. This means several users can be logged in simultaneously. For 

obvious reasons UNIX makes sure users cannot access files other than their own, or those they have 

been given permission to access. 

In UNIX, every user has a user name, or login name, and in addition belongs to at least one group. 

You can see which groups you belong to using the groups command. You may belong to a cut or cst 

group, and perhaps some others: 

raptor$ groups 

cst 

raptor$ 

 

These two properties, user name and group, form the basis for the UNIX file permissions system. 

Every file or directory belongs to a user (the owner) and a group. By default, when you create a new 

file or directory, it initially belongs to you and is associated with your group. Each file has three 

separate sets of access permissions: 

 User - permissions for the user who owns the file.  

 Group - permissions for users that don't own the file, but are in the same group as the file.  

 Other - permissions for everyone else (people who do not own the file and who are not in the 

same group as it). These are sometimes known as world permissions (i.e. for the rest of the 

world). 

You may hear a file referred to as being group writeable, meaning that anyone in its group can write 

to it, or world readable, meaning any user can read the file, regardless of their username or group.  

Each set of permissions has three modes which can be turned on or off:  

 readable - the file is allowed to be read 

 writeable - the file is allowed to be written (modified) 

 executable - the file is allowed to be executed (if it’s a program or script) [“execute” means 

“run”] 

Permissions on directories have the same names, but their meaning is interpreted slightly 

differently: 

 A directory which is marked readable can be listed (you can use ls on it) - in other words you 

can read its listing of what’s in it. 

 A directory which is marked writeable allows you to create or delete files within (it allows you to 

modify the listing).  

 A directory that is marked executable allows you to traverse through it to access files it contains 

- e.g. to cd into or through it. If a directory doesn’t have ‘execute’ permissions, you cannot 

access any files stored in it, even if those files have permissions that let you!  



Note: One important point to note here about permissions on directories is that if a user has write 

permission on a directory, they can delete files from that directory even if they don't own the files, or 

have permission to read/write them! So be careful to whom you give write access on directories...  

Inspecting permissions 

To view the permissions on a file, you use the ls command with the –l (“ell”) flag. If you want to 

see permissions for a directory, you also have to add the -d flag, otherwise you just see the contents 

of the directory, not the directory itself. Here’s an example:  

raptor$ ls -l /courses/projweek/unix/commands 

total 10 

drwxr-xr-x   2 rde      cur         1024 Nov 20 17:37 data 

-rw-r--r--   1 rde      cur         2974 Nov 20 14:58 hitchhikers.txt 

drwxr-xr-x   2 rde      cur         1024 Nov 20 14:54 quotes 

raptor$ 

 

In the output of the ls -l command, the first block of characters on each line lists the permissions 

for that file. Let's consider the permissions for the directory quotes in the listing above. The 

permissions for this directory are these: 

drwxr-xr-x 

 

Let's go through those permissions step by step. The first character indicates whether the entry is for 

a directory (d) or not (-). So, as you can see, in this example quotes is a directory. The next three 

characters indicate the permissions for the owner of the file. In this case, the file has rwx as its 

permissions, meaning the owner can read, write and execute the directory. The next three 

characters indicate the permissions for users in the same group as the file. In this case that is r-x, 

meaning people in the same group can read and execute, but not write to the directory. The final 

three characters are the permissions for all other users, and are r-x again. 

The owner and group for the file are shown in the third and fourth columns of the listing. For 

instance, the files in the listing above are all owned by aa99 and are in the cur group.  

Modifying permissions on files 

File access permissions can be changed using the chmod command (another of those weird words; 

it’s short for “change mode”). The basic syntax of the command is: 

chmod permission files 

File permissions are specified as a comma separated list of expressions of the form: 

 who operator permissions 

The who specifies whether the permissions apply to the owner, group, etc., and can be one of these 

values:  

 u - The user who owns the file  

 g - People in the same group as the file  

 o - All people who are not the owner or in the same group as the file  

 a - All users. Useful for setting the same permissions (e.g. read) for everyone  



The operator specifies whether the permissions are overwriting the existing permissions, or just 

modifying them. The operator can be one of:  

 

 + - Add this permission  

 - - Remove this permission  

 = - Set the permissions to exactly these permissions  

The permissions are just like those in the output of the ls -l command. 

 

Try these examples on raptor. You will of course see your own username in the listings, rather than 

aa99, and a different group than cur: 

raptor$ cp -r /courses/projweek/unix/permissions ~/projweek 

raptor$ cd ~/projweek/permissions 

raptor$ pwd 

/home/cur/aa99/projweek/permissions 

raptor$ ls -l 

total 8 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur          261 Nov 27 13:54 group-stuff 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur           28 Nov 27 13:54 mind-your-own-business 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur           13 Nov 27 13:54 public 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur           12 Nov 27 13:54 top-secret 

raptor$ 

 

Now, those four files are all world readable, but clearly two of them should not be! Let's start by 

stopping anyone from being able to read the top-secret information! Do this on raptor:  

raptor$ cat top-secret  

TOP SECRET! 

raptor$ chmod a-r top-secret 

raptor$ ls -l 

total 8 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur          261 Nov 27 13:54 group-stuff 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur           28 Nov 27 13:54 mind-your-own-business 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur           13 Nov 27 13:54 public 

--w-------   1 aa99     cur           12 Nov 27 13:54 top-secret 

raptor$ cat top-secret  

cat: top-secret: Permission denied 

raptor$ 

As you can see, no one can read the top-secret file anymore - not even yourself (though you can 

change the permissions). If you look at the chmod command, you will see you used the a-r setting, 

which says “for all users (a) remove (-) read (r) permissions”.  

Now, let’s consider the mind-your-own-business file. Perhaps you want to be able to read it 

yourself, but block all other users from reading it. Try this:  

raptor$ ls -l 

total 8 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur          261 Nov 27 13:54 group-stuff 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur           28 Nov 27 13:54 mind-your-own-business 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur           13 Nov 27 13:54 public 

--w-------   1 aa99     cur           12 Nov 27 13:54 top-secret 

raptor$ cat mind-your-own-business  

Curiosity killed the cat... 

raptor$ chmod g-r,o-r mind-your-own-business  

raptor$ ls -l 

total 8 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur          261 Nov 27 13:54 group-stuff 

-rw-------   1 aa99     cur           28 Nov 27 13:54 mind-your-own-business 



-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur           13 Nov 27 13:54 public 

--w-------   1 aa99     cur           12 Nov 27 13:54 top-secret 

raptor$ cat mind-your-own-business  

Curiosity killed the cat... 

raptor$ 

 

Here you can see that we have used g-r,o-r to remove read permission for group and other. Now 

let’s look at the group-stuff file. Let’s give the whole group write access to it: 

raptor$ ls -l group-stuff  

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur          261 Nov 27 13:54 group-stuff 

raptor$ chmod g+w group-stuff  

raptor$ ls -l group-stuff  

-rw-rw-r--   1 aa99     cur          261 Nov 27 13:54 group-stuff 

raptor$ 

 

Here you can see we’ve used g+w to add write permission for the group. Now let’s consider that final 

file -  public. Let's make it world read and writeable:  

raptor$ ls -l public 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur           13 Nov 27 13:54 public 

raptor$ chmod a=rw public 

raptor$ ls -l public  

-rw-rw-rw-   1 aa99     cur           13 Nov 27 13:54 public 

raptor$ 

 

You can see here we have used the "=" operator to specify exactly what permissions we want on the 

file (all users to have both read and write permission).  

Permissions on directories 

So far you’ve seen how we manipulate permissions on files, so let’s now experiment with 

permissions on directories. Permissions on directories are set in the same way as with files; it’s just 

the interpretation of read/write/execute which are different. Try some examples - first, let’s create a 

directory for us to experiment with. We’ll make sure only you have access to it so that we can 

concentrate on the meaning of the permissions, but setting permissions for other users is just the 

same. 

raptor$ pwd 

/home/cur/aa99/projweek/permissions 

raptor$ mkdir test 

raptor$ ls -ld test 

drwxr-xr-x   2 aa99     cur           96 Nov 27 14:55 test 

raptor$ chmod g=,o= test 

raptor$ ls -ld test 

drwx------   2 aa99     cur           96 Nov 27 14:55 test 

raptor$ 

 

So now we have a directory (test) on which you have read, write and execute permission. First, let’s 

demonstrate the meaning of a directory being writeable. Try this: 

raptor$ ls -ld test 

drwx------   2 aa99     cur           96 Nov 27 15:01 test 

raptor$ ls -l test 

total 0 

raptor$ cp public test 

raptor$ ls -l test 

total 2 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur           13 Nov 27 15:01 public 

raptor$ rm test/public  

raptor$ ls -l test 



total 0 

 

So, at the moment you have write permission on the test directory and can create and remove files 

in it. Now remove your write permission and try again...  

raptor$ ls -ld test 

drwx------   2 aa99     cur           96 Nov 27 15:01 test 

raptor$ chmod u-w test 

raptor$ ls -ld test 

dr-x------   2 aa99     cur           96 Nov 27 15:01 test 

raptor$ cp public test 

cp: cannot create regular file `test/public': Permission denied 

raptor$ chmod u+w test 

raptor$ ls -ld test 

drwx------   2 aa99     cur           96 Nov 27 15:01 test 

raptor$ cp public test 

raptor$ ls -l test 

total 2 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur           13 Nov 27 15:04 public 

raptor$ chmod u-w test 

raptor$ ls -ld test 

dr-x------   2 aa99     cur           96 Nov 27 15:04 test 

raptor$ ls -ld test 

dr-x------   2 aa99     cur           96 Nov 27 15:04 test 

raptor$ rm test/public  

rm: cannot remove `test/public': Permission denied 

raptor$ 

 

So as you can see, if you don't have write access to a directory, you can’t add or remove files to it. 

Now let’s look at the meaning of read permissions on a directory. Try these:  

raptor$ ls -ld test 

dr-x------   2 aa99     cur           96 Nov 27 15:04 test 

raptor$ ls -l test 

total 2 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur           13 Nov 27 15:04 public 

raptor$ chmod u-r test 

raptor$ ls -ld test 

d--x------   2 aa99     cur           96 Nov 27 15:04 test 

raptor$ ls -l test 

test: cannot open directory test: Permission denied 

total 0 

raptor$ cat test/public 

Hello World! 

raptor$ chmod u+r test 

raptor$ ls -ld test 

dr-x------   2 aa99     cur           96 Nov 27 15:04 test 

raptor$ ls -l test 

total 2 

-rw-r--r--   1 aa99     cur           13 Nov 27 15:04 public 

raptor$ 

 

So, having read permission allows you to see what’s inside a directory. Note however, that even if 

you can’t see what is inside it (i.e. you can’t use ls to see what’s inside it) you can still access files 

inside it if you know (or can guess...) their names. 

Now let’s look at what execute permissions mean for a directory. Execute permissions allow you to 

access the contents of a directory, e.g. to cd into it, to use it as part of a path, etc. Try these 

experiments:  

raptor$ pwd 

/home/cur/aa99/projweek/permissions 

raptor$ ls -ld test 



dr-x------   2 aa99     cur           96 Nov 27 15:04 test 

raptor$ ls test 

public 

raptor$ cat test/public 

Hello World! 

raptor$ cd test 

raptor$ pwd 

/home/cur/aa99/projweek/permissions/test 

raptor$ cd .. 

raptor$ pwd 

/home/cur/aa99/projweek/permissions 

raptor$ chmod u-x test 

raptor$ ls -ld test 

dr--------   2 aa99     cur           96 Nov 27 15:04 test 

raptor$ ls test 

public 

raptor$ pwd     

/home/cur/aa99/projweek/permissions 

raptor$ cd test 

-bash: cd: test: Permission denied 

raptor$ pwd 

/home/cur/aa99/projweek/permissions 

raptor$ cat test/public  

cat: test/public: Permission denied 

raptor$ 

 

So you can see here that execute permission on a directory is what allows you to use its contents. If 

you don't have execute permission, you can still look at its contents, but cannot use that content.  

Practice 

Experiment with making directories and files and changing their permissions. For instance, you could 

try making a “drop box” - a directory in which anyone (or anyone in a group) can place files, without 

them being able to see what files other users have put in them.  

For extra geek points (if you are really keen!), try reading the manual page for chmod and see if you 

can learn about setting file permissions using numbers - e.g. what does chmod 644 do? Some users 

(guess who?) use the number method all the time…it was all they had when they first learned about 

UNIX… 

Shell Scripts 
So far you have seen how to use the UNIX command line by hand - that is, by typing commands 

manually. Now you will see how you can automate the UNIX command line using shell scripts. They 

are called shell scripts because the UNIX command line interpreter is known as the shell. There are 

lots of different shells which provide slightly different syntax, but you have been using one of the 

most common ones, known as bash. We will continue to use bash for this session and the next. 

Throughout the following, you will need to both type commands at the command prompt and type 

text into files. To make the distinction clearer, text shown inside a white box like this:  

This should be typed at the command prompt 

should be typed at the command prompt, and text inside a yellow box like this:  

This should be typed in a file 

should be typed into a file.  



Editing files 

Shell scripts are just text files containing commands that are run as if you had typed them yourself. 

To be able to easily edit your shell scripts, you need to use a text editor. We will use one called nano. 

nano is a full screen text editor which should be straightforward to use. To use nano, type plain text 

to put it into the file; use the arrow keys and the backspace key to move and delete. Note that many 

other PC keyboard keys will not do what you expect. Certain characters have special effects; for 

example Control-X (often written as ^X) will leave the editor. 

Let's try an example. First, at the command line, run these commands:  

raptor$ cd ~/projweek/ 

raptor$ mkdir scripts 

raptor$ cd scripts 

raptor$ nano first.txt 

This should (after a short delay) open up the text editor and show you an empty file. Type the 

following into the editor:  

Hello world! 

Save the file by typing control-X , then Y and finally Enter. 

Now check that the file has been saved by typing these commands:  

raptor$ pwd 

/home/cur/aa99/projweek/scripts 

raptor$ cat first.txt  

Hello world! 

raptor$ 

You may notice that the contents of the file are displayed on the same line as the prompt - this is 

normal, and just shows that the text in the file doesn't have a “new line” character at the end (you 

didn’t press Enter after typing the ! character).  

A first shell script 

Now you can edit files, let’s write our first shell script. First open a new file in nano:  

raptor$ pwd 

/home/cur/aa99/projweek/scripts 

raptor$ nano hello 

Now type the following into that new file  

#!/bin/bash 

 

# A small hello world program 

 

echo "Hello world!" 

and save it. Now type the following commands:  

raptor$ pwd 

/home/cur/aa99/projweek/scripts 

raptor$ chmod u+x hello  

raptor$ ./hello 

Hello world! 

raptor$ 

Congratulations, you've just written and run a shell script!  



What it means... 

Now, let's go through that small shell script and explain what it all means and how it works. Firstly, 

the # character is the comment character. Any text from the # to the end of the line is ignored by the 

shell script when it runs.  

The very first line of the file contains the text #!/bin/bash. When you try to run the shell script, 

UNIX looks at that first line to find out which shell it should use to run your script (yes, I know it’s a 

comment, but it’s a special case).  

The final line of this shell script just runs the echo command which prints out its arguments (the 

string Hello world!). 

By default, an ordinary text file cannot be run as if it were a program (it is not executable), so to tell 

UNIX that we want to be able to run our shell script as if it were an ordinary program we have to set 

its file permissions to be executable (+x), which we do using the chmod command you saw earlier.  

Variables 

The bash shell also lets you use variables in your shell scripts (and at the command prompt - we will 

describe those later, though). Variables come in two types - local and global. Local variables are only 

accessible within the shell script itself - any commands executed by the shell script cannot see them. 

Global variables can be seen by both the shell script and any commands executed by it.  

Variables can be created anywhere within a shell script just by assigning a value to them. This is done 

with the syntax variable=value. Note that there are no spaces in that – if you use spaces, it won’t 

work!. By default, variables are local; to make a variable be global, you use the export keyword, e.g. 

export variable=value. In this session, we will just use global variables for simplicity.  

To use the value of a variable, you use the $ symbol in front of its name. e.g. $variable …  

Here’s an example of how to use variables. Edit the hello file you wrote previously so that it looks 

like this:  

#!/bin/bash 

 

# A small hello world program 

 

# Who to say hello to 

export name="Earth" 

 

echo "Hello $name!" 

you can see that this stores the name of who the script is saying hello to in a variable. Try running 

this now and see what it does...  

raptor$ pwd 

/home/cur/aa99/projweek/scripts 

raptor$ ./hello 

Hello Earth! 

raptor$ 



Reading user input 

Sometimes you want your shell scripts to exhibit different behaviour based on some input from the 

user (e.g. yourself). There are two main ways of doing this  

 Prompting the user with a question and waiting for them to answer by typing at the keyboard  

 Using arguments on the command line  

Input from the keyboard 

bash provides a way to read user input from the keyboard using the read command. read takes the 

name of a variable on the command line and stores the text read from the keyboard into a variable 

with that name. It's easier to demonstrate with an example! Modify the hello file again so that it 

looks like this:  

#!/bin/bash 

 

# A small hello world program 

 

# Who to say hello to 

export name="" 

echo "What is your name? (type your name, then press enter)" 

read name 

echo "Hello $name!" 

and now try running the script:  

raptor$ ./hello 

What is your name? (type your name, then press enter) 

Bob 

Hello Bob! 

raptor$ 

As you can see, the text read from the keyboard is stored into name - which is then used in the 

output message.  

Further work 

Look at the manual pages for ls and chmod. There are other flags that you can set on files and 

directories; find out what they are, and what they do. Be warned that this is one area of 

incompatibility between UNIX-like systems. 

Use ls –l on /dev/null. Take a look at the output. Notice that /dev/null is neither a file nor a 

directory. Find out what it actually is (Hint: use man ls). 

Find out about the xargs command. Satisfy yourself that you know how it works (at least in its basic 

form), then try it out a few times to test your understanding. 

Help others 

Ask your supervisor if there is anyone in the class who isn’t as experienced as you. See if they would 

welcome some help. 
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